
*Data on file, For more detailed information on assay performance request our new updated validation report 

IndiMix JOE & IndiMix TAMRA
Build your assays faster and without compromise 
 Novel master mix: Built-in primers and probes to detect extraction  
     or amplification internal control
 Maximum flexibility: One protocol for DNA and RNA applications – 
     Choose from JOE or TAMRA as internal control label
 Efficiency: PCR results in less than 1 hour
  Robust performance: Inhibitor tolerant and reproducible results,  

including challenging applications

Reliable results from one master mix and one protocol  
Accelerate assay development with IndiMix



IndiMix master mixes are compatible with 
common real-time PCR thermocyclers and 
can be used to identify a minimal number 
of copies per reaction. Obtain accurate 
results with both fast and standard mode 
cyclers.

Figure 1.  A dilution series of in vitro RNA 
shows reliable performance of IndiMix JOE 
with common PCR cyclers, down to  
10 copies/well.

A master mix compatible with any laboratory
Data shown for IndiMix JOE
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Request a quote or order online: shop.indical.com
Email (Americas): us_support@indical.com | us_orders@indical.com  | Call (Americas): +1 (407) 766 5128
Email: support@indical.com | orders@indical.com | Call: +49 341 124 54 0
Connect with us on LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/indical
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BioRad CFX96
ABI 7500 fast mode
ABI 7500 standard mode

Sample DNA CT RNA CT

Lung A Negative 18.71

Lung B 7.49 Negative

Lymph node A 16.74 Negative

Serum A 20.78 Negative

Serum B 20.72 Negative

Nasal swab A Negative 32.28

Nasal swab B Negative 33.09

Amplification for various sample types and targets
Data shown for IndiMix JOE

IndiMix products were developed and 
tested with a multitude of biological  
sample matrices. IndiMix master mixes  
enable real-time amplification of single or 
multiple nucleic acid targets and contain 
both polymerase and reverse transcriptase 
to amplify DNA and RNA targets. 
 
Figure 2.  Representation of samples tested 
for DNA and RNA with IndiMix JOE.

Scan QR code to learn more  
about IndiMix JOE

Scan QR code to learn more 
about IndiMix TAMRA
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